
Chapter 4Formal Object Oriented Analysis:The Practical IssuesThis chapter examines the more practical issues which arise during object oriented analysis andrequirements capture (when using OO ACT ONE). The discussions which are undertaken assumethat the underlying formality of OO ACT ONE is well understood. The object oriented-ness of OOACT ONE, and its suitability to the task of requirements capture and analysis, is no longer beingconsidered. Rather, we proceed to investigate more general object oriented analysis issues, using OOACT ONE to illustrate the points being made.The structure of this chapter is as follows:� Section 4.1: SubclassingThis section examines the role of subclassing during object oriented analysis. Two di�erent typesof subclassing hierarchy are identi�ed, namely those which o�er multiple inheritance featuresand those which do not. Polymorphism and dynamic binding are then considered. The needto di�erentiate between explicit and implicit subclassing relationships is emphasised. Then,the concept of abstract superclass is given a more rigorous formulation. Finally, the classicpolymorphism problem of heterogenous structures is explored.� Section 4.2: CompositionThis section examines the notion of composition and its fundamental role in object orientedanalysis. Emphasis is given to distinguishing composition from con�guration and interaction.Two di�erent types of compositional structures are introduced: dynamic and static. Then a purestyle of OO ACT ONE speci�cation is de�ned to model the object oriented notion of persistency.Finally, this section investigates the modelling of shared objects and timing properties duringanalysis.� Section 4.3: Other Object Oriented Analysis IssuesThis section examines a potpourri of other object oriented issues: concurrency, nondetermin-ism, communication models, exception handling, the active/passive categorisation of objects,persistency and class routines concerned with creation and con�guration.101



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 102� Section 4.4: Reviewing The OO ACT ONE Speci�cation LanguageSection 4.4 reviews the OO ACT ONE speci�cation language and asks if it is a good analysistechnique when judged by the criteria put forward in chapter 2.� Section 4.5: The Practicalities of Building a Formal ModelThis section begins by listing a set of critreria which an analysis method (as opposed to setof models) must ful�l. Then it de�nes a skeleton method for building a formal object orientedrequirements model using OO ACT ONE. This skeleton method is shown to place emphasison: re-use of pre-de�ned behaviours, recording of problem domain structure and improvingproblem domain understanding. After the method is formulated, some more general questionsconcerning analysis decisions, which inuence the style of a speci�cation produced using thismethod, are put forward. Then guidelines are given for making changes to the requirementsmodels. Finally, a list of general analysis principles are proposed, which analysts can rely on tohelp make di�cult development decisions.� Section 4.6: �gure=FormAnal-Chp4/Figures and Object Oriented DesignThis section introduces the process of going from analysis to design. It argues that the structureof a requirements speci�cation is fundamental to the initial design of a solution to the problem.It is argued that executable requirements models are advantageous to object oriented develop-ment. Finally, as a preview of chapter 5, the notion of correctness preserving transformation isintroduced.4.1 Subclassing4.1.1 Categorising Class HierarchiesWhen one class is de�ned as a subclass of another it is said to inherit features of its superclass.Object oriented languages support either single inheritance or multiple inheritance. We argue thatmultiple inheritance is necessary for modelling customer understanding.4.1.1.1 Single InheritanceIn single inheritance models, classes are allowed at most one parent (direct superclass). The classhierarchy diagram in �gure 4.1 illustrates the type of hierarchy which arises when such a restrictionis enforced.
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CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 103In such models, inclusion polymorphism retains an important role. For example, a member ofclass G is also a member of classes C and A, and so can be treated as a C or an A when necessary.However, using single inheritance, it is not possible to represent the behaviour of a class which isa subclass of two di�erent classes, which themselves are not related by a classi�cation relationship.More precisely, in a single inheritance model, (A v B and A v C), (B v C or C v B). Often thisrestrictive view of inheritance is not desirable.4.1.1.2 Multiple InheritanceIn multiple inheritance models, classes are not restricted in the number of parents they can have. Theclass hierarchy in �gure 4.2 illustrates a typical multiple inheritance model.
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A Figure 4.2: A Multiple Inheritance HierarchyConsider class D, in �gure 4.2. Class D is a direct subclass of classes B,C and F. However, C 6v Eand E 6v C, for example. Class D o�ers the behaviour of both C and F even though these classes maynot be related in any other way.Multiple inheritance is such an important object oriented modelling concept that we must questionwhy it is that some object oriented languages do not o�er a multiple inheritance facility (see chapter6). The answer is quite simply that in some cases, depending on the exact nature of the inheritancemechanism in the language in question, it is more trouble than it is worth. Fortunately, this is notthe case with OO ACT ONE.4.1.1.3 Multiple Inheritance is Problematic Only When Inheritance is not SubclassingIn object oriented programming languages, multiple inheritance can, and usually does, cause imple-mentation di�culties. This is because these languages use inheritance as a code re-use facility ratherthan as a means of explicitly identifying behavioural compatibility. Object oriented programminglanguages make it di�cult to distinguish between subclassing and composition. Using OO ACTONE, the formal de�nition of these two relationships makes it much easier to distinguish betweenthem. Multiple inheritance makes it appealing, when behaviour compatibility is not enforced, forprogrammers to use inheritance compositionally.4.1.2 Inclusion Polymorphism and Dynamic BindingThe principle behind polymorphism is that a value (object) should not be constrained to being strictlytyped (as a member of only one class). Polymorphic object oriented systems allow an object to be



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 104treated as a member of more than one class. This type of property should set alarm bells ringingwhen it is �rst met: how are polymorphic systems type checked? Polymorphism seems to imply thatno static type checking can be incorporated in an object oriented model which adheres to this exibleapproach. This is true only for uncontrolled polymorphism.In the most general case, uncontrolled polymorphism means that an object can be treated as ifit is a member of any class. In other words, type checking is non-existent. Consequently, unless theprogrammer is very careful, errors can occur when an object is asked to provide a service which isnot part of its external interface. Uncontrolled polymorphism is not a good feature for any languageto exhibit.Languages with hierarchical categorisation mechanisms are amenable to inclusion polymorphism.Two such types of language are those which include the notions of:� types and subtyping.� classes and subclassing.In a typed language a value of one type can always be used in place of a value of any of its super-types. In a classed language, an object of one class can always be used in place of an object in any ofits superclasses. Inclusion polymorphism in typed languages can guarantee only the non introductionof syntax errors when a value of one type is replaced by the value of another. Inclusion polymorphismin a classed language can, and should, guarantee that a behavioural equivalence between a systembefore and after a class member in that system is replaced by the corresponding member in one ofits subclasses.The notion of substitutability is central to polymorphism. We must address the question of whatit means to be able to accept a member of one class in place of a member of another class. It isdi�cult to address such a question without reference to a particular language. In OO ACT ONEthere are two instances of substitutability:� Creating new objects from component partsIn OO ACT ONE, STRUCTURE operations are the means by which objects can be constructedfrom components. The parameter values of the STRUCTURE operations are the componentsof the new object being created. Inclusion polymorphism allows a new object to be createdfrom component objects which are members of the class speci�ed by the STRUCTURE operationde�ned, or members of a subclass of the class speci�ed. For example, an object which is apair of integers can also be created, using the same STRUCTURE operation, from a pair ofodd-integers (provided odd-integersv integers).� Input parameters in external attributesIn OO ACT ONE, external attributes of a class can be parameterised on input values. Aparameter value can be a member of the class speci�ed in the operation de�nition, or a member ofa subclass of the class speci�ed. For example, an integer object with attribute add <integer>can be asked to add an odd-integer (again provided the appropriate subclassing relationshipis explicitly de�ned in the OO ACT ONE code).



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 105These two types of polymorphism are powerful mechanisms in an object oriented analysis model.Dynamic binding is primarily an implementation concern. When an object is asked to service arequest, the mechanism which it uses to service the request can be bound to the object at the timethe request is placed. This is dynamic binding. It is not an analysis issue because in our objectoriented requirements model we do not stipulate how the services between client and server shouldbe provided.4.1.3 OO ACT ONE: An Explicit Subclassing ApproachOO ACT ONE supports the speci�cation of multiple inheritance hierarchies in a peculiar way. Whenone class, A say, is identi�ed as being a subclass of two other classes, B and C say, there are twoways, in general, for this behaviour to be speci�ed:� i) First specify B, then explicitly de�ne A to be a subclass of B and, �nally, specify C as asuperclass of A.� ii) First specify A, then explicitly de�ne B to be a superclass of A and, �nally, specify C as asuperclass of A.In each of these speci�cations the resulting class hierarchy is the same.Note that multiple inheritance is possible in OO ACT ONE because we provide explicit super-classing mechanisms, de�ned as inverses of the explicit subclassing mechanisms. In object orientedprogramming all explicit class relationships (like inheritance) allow a new class to be de�ned only asa subclass of an already existing class. OO ACT ONE allows the relationship to be de�ned in theother direction: a new class can be de�ned to be a superclass of an already existing class. This isa new approach to the de�nition of object oriented behaviour which facilitates multiple inheritancemodelling in OO ACT ONE.4.1.4 Abstract ClassesThe term abstract superclass pervades object oriented programming languages. It arises in the fol-lowing type of scenario:A class of shapes (for display on a screen, say) is a superclass of triangles, squares andpentagons. Each of these subclasses exhibits the behaviour of superclass shapes. It is notpossible to instantiate a member of the shapes class which is not a triangle, square orpentagon. The shapes class is an abstract superclass.This notion is more formally represented in OO ACT ONE by a class which is de�ned to generaliseanother class, or classes, without de�ning new literal or structure operations. In terms of the O-LSTSsemantics, the de�nition of an abstract superclass is given below.De�nition: Abstract SuperclassClass C is an abstract superclass in EnvD ,8c 2 US(C); 9C0 2 visible(D) such that c 2 US(C0) and C0 v C in EnvD.



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 1064.1.5 A Polymorphism Problem: Heterogeneous Data StoresConsider a class of items, which is an abstract superclass with subclasses integer, character andbool. We wish to de�ne a data store (a stack say) of items with external attributes push and pop.The main di�culty with this type of behaviour is the unidirectional aspect of polymorphism in objectoriented languages: an object can be polymorphised `up the class hierarchy but not down it'. In otherwords, a member of a class C can be treated as a member of a superclass of C but not a member of asubclass of C. Consequently, for example, if an integer becomes an item, when it is pushed onto anitem stack, then when it is popped o� the stack it remains a member of the item class and cannotbe used as an integer.The O-LSTS semantics conforms to the unidirectional polymorphic model. There are two reasonsfor de�ning the semantics in this way:� It simpli�es the understanding of O-LSTS behaviour since it is always clear how each object isclassi�ed.� It simpli�es the semantics since it is not necessary for every object to remember its polymorphichistory. For example, an item does not need to know that it was once an integer which wasonce an odd-integer : : : .4.2 CompositionThe composition relationship is fundamental to object oriented analysis and requirements capture.Human understanding of systems is based on a divide-and-conquer deconstructionist approach, whichcan be summarised as follows:If we wish to understand an object A then by identifying the parts A is made from, andattempting to understand these, the original problem of understanding A is simpli�ed.There are three questions which we need to ask about this deconstructionist philosophy:� 1) Is there always a unique set of components associated with a system being analysed?� 2) Why should a component of a system be easier to understand than the system in which it isfound?� 3) How do we know when the deconstruction of understanding should end?The answer to the �rst question is certainly NO, otherwise analysis would be `trivial'. The secondquestion is less easy clear since the rather paradoxical answer is that sometimes components of asystem are more di�cult to understand than the system in which they are found. This is especiallytrue when a component is used, in the particular system being analysed, to provide only a small setof the behaviours which it is capable of exhibiting. In such a system it may be easy to understand thelimited behaviour of such a component. However, if such a component is separately analysed thenthe usage constraints are no longer relevant and understanding its complete behaviour becomes verydi�cult. (This argument illustrates quite strongly why abstraction is such a powerful mechanism



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 107for human understanding. Deconstructionism depends on the ability to be able to identify usefulcomposition abstractions.) The �nal question is the bane of many an analysis process: too manysystems are over-analysed leading to an increase in development costs and bad design. It is vitalthat an analysis method incorporates a means of deciding when the requirements capture process iscomplete.4.2.1 Composition StructureWith respect to analysis alone it has already been stated that there are many ways of structuringproblem understanding. An analyst must chose the structure best suited to communicating therequirements model with the customer. The designers should not be considered at this stage: theyshould be familiar with the object oriented analysis models and therefore be able to cope with anystructure de�ned within the �gure=FormAnal-Chp4/Figures semantic framework.The compositional structure is fundamental to object oriented analysis. OO ACT ONE hasan explicit mechanism for capturing structure properties: the STRUCTURE operation. This makescomposition one of the most visible aspects of an OO ACT ONE speci�cation.Composition is a relationship between a container object and its contained parts. It tells us nothingabout the relationship between the parts. Con�guration and interaction are two relationships whicharise out of one object being decomposed into distinct parts. Two objects may con�gure and interactonly if they are components of a common container.4.2.2 Con�gurationSTRUCTURE operations only brush the surface with respect to the composition analysis of problems.One can state that a car is composed from an engine, a chassis, a suspension, body, wheels, lights,etc : : :(and each of these components can themselves be further decomposed) but this does say howthe components are connected together (or if they are connected at all).In section 3.3.5, con�guration of components is formally de�ned as an interdependency during theful�lment of a service request. Informally, two components con�gure if at least one of the servicesprovided by their containing object depends on both the components to ful�l that service. This is avery abstract way of conceptualising con�guration, but one which is appropriate to analysis. Analysisidenti�es what not how.4.2.3 Interaction (Data Flow and Control Flow)Interactions, with associated data and control ow, are much more concrete notions than con�gura-tion. They describe how behaviour is ful�lled rather than only saying what the behaviour requirementsare. These notions are common to structured analysis methods but are not given prominence in theobject oriented analysis advocated in this thesis: they are considered in greater detail as part of theobject oriented design process. An interpetation of these concepts can be derived from an OO ACTONE speci�cation, but such an interpretation should be taken only in the following two circumstances:



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 108� When the customer is more familiar with structured analysis methods than with object orientedtechniques.� When designers require a more traditional interpretation of a requirements model.Appendix D details a formal interpretation of interaction, data-ow and control-ow in OO ACTONE speci�cations.4.2.4 Structures: Dynamic and StaticThe notions of dynamic and static structure are important when attempting to provide an interpre-tation of composition properties. This section shows the di�culties that dynamic structures give riseto in an object oriented analysis model. They are open to abuse in the sense that, if used wrongly,they can make speci�cations hard to communicate with the customer. A pure style of speci�cation isintroduced to overcome this potential problem.4.2.4.1 Impure Object Oriented Speci�cation PracticesImpure Style: Example 1The following OO ACT ONE speci�cation of class TwoStacks is well de�ned but illustrates an impurestyle of speci�cation.CLASS TwoStacks USING Stack, Nat OPNSSTRUCTURES: S<Stack, Stack>DUALS: pop -> NatTRANSFORMERS: push<Nat>, swapEQNSS(Stack1, Stack2).pop = S(Stack1, Stack2.pop) AND Stack2..pop;S(Stack1, Stack2).push(Nat1) = S(Stack1.push(Nat1), Stack2.pop)S(Stack1, Stack2).swap = S(Stack2, Stack1)ENDCLASS (* TwoStacks *)The behaviour speci�ed in TwoStacks is straightforward to understand but on closer examinationraises some interesting points for designers. For example, the Stack components may be implementedon di�erent processors at di�erent sites and conceptually the speci�cation seems to suggest that aswap service results in all the data stored in one Stack being transferred to the other (and vice versa).Of course, this is an ine�cient way of implementing such behaviour. It is more natural to de�ne apointer component which addresses either Stack1 or Stack2 and makes the state of the pointer changein response to a swap request. Such a behaviour is speci�ed below in class TwoStacksB. (In O-LSTSsemantics it is simple to show that these speci�cations ful�l each others behaviour.)The TwoStacksB speci�cation is written in a pure object oriented style | the components of aTwoStacksB object persist throughout the life-time of the object and are used only through theirexternal interfaces. In the �rst class speci�cation of TwoStacks the structure components do notpersist, even though the structure is �xed.Impure Style: Example 2



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 109CLASS TwoStacksB USING Stack, Nat, Bool OPNSSTRUCTURES: S<Stack, Stack, Bool>DUALS: pop -> NatTRANSFORMERS: push<Nat>, swapEQNSBool1 => S(Stack1, Stack2, Bool1).pop = S(Stack1, Stack2.pop, Bool1) AND Stack2..popOTHERWISE S(Stack1.pop, Stack2, Bool1) AND Stack1..pop;Bool1 => S(Stack1, Stack2, Bool1).push(Nat1) =S(Stack1.push(Nat1), Stack2.pop, Bool1)OTHERWISE S(Stack1.push(Nat1), Stack2.pop, Bool1);S(Stack1, Stack2, Bool1).swap = S(Stack1, Stack2, Bool1..not)ENDCLASS (* TwoStacksB *)CLASS StacksAgain USING Stack, Nat OPNSSTRUCTURES: S-SA< Stack, Stack>DUALS: pop -> NatTRANSFORMERS: push<Nat>, moveEQNSS-SA(Stack1, Stack2).pop = S-SA(Stack1.pop, Stack2) AND Stack2..pop;S-SA(Stack1, Stack2).push(Nat1) = S-SA(Stack1.push(Nat1), Stack2);S-SA(Stack1, Stack2).move = S-SA(Stack1.pop, Stack2.push(Stack1..pop))ENDCLASS (* StacksAgain *)This StacksAgain speci�cation is also well de�ned but written in an impure style. The popoperation is de�ned impurely | it uses the result of a dual operation on the second componentwithout changing its state accordingly. In a pure object oriented style it is required that when dualoperations are requested the accessor part of the attribute cannot be utilised without the transformeracting on the internal state of the serving object. In other words, although OO ACTONE conceptuallyallows the two parts of a dual to be used separately, a pure speci�cation style does not let an accessorpart of a dual to appear in the right hand side of an equation de�nition without the new state of theserving component being updated to model the servicing of the whole dual. Note that such a checkonly makes sense in a class which is de�ned to have persistent components.4.2.4.2 Object Oriented Interpretation of Dynamic StructureIt is not possible to extend these pure styling conventions to cope with objects which have dynamicstructure. In particular, objects de�ned using recursive structure operations are di�cult to reasonabout compositionally. For example an integer stack object is illustrated using an object structurediagram in �gure 4.3.In the same �gure a new representation is introduced for more concise diagrammatic representa-tion of recursive structures. The formal meaning of both diagrams is given by the OO ACT ONESTRUCTURE expression which is common to both.The syntax of the new diagram is representative of the way in which linked list structures (com-mon to all forms of programming) have an informal yet powerful means of representation (as nodes
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Figure 4.3: A Structure Diagram of Recursive Behaviourand pointers). The recursive structure diagram emphasises that, although objects with recursivestructure have a complex embedded structure, the consistent relationship between components andsubcomponents (and subcomponents and their subsubcomponents, etc : : : ) means that such objectsare often understood in a linear or tree like fashion.Non-recursive Dynamic StructuresA non-recursive dynamic structure is speci�ed in OO ACT ONE when the structure expression onthe left hand side of an equation does not match the structure expression on the right hand side ofthe equation. This models an object (or objects) in a class which change their internal structuralcomposition in response to a service request. Modelling such behaviour is very powerful but shouldbe used only to represent special events in the life of an object. It should not be the normal meansof de�ning behaviour, since if it is not done sparingly it can severly reduce the clarity of the intendedmeaning.4.2.5 Shared ObjectsIn OO ACT ONE there is no notion of one object being shared between others. This thesis arguesthat such an idea is implementation oriented. It is not desirable for an analyst to worry about suchthings. A simple example, the TwinFunction class, illustrates this quite clearly.The class structure diagram for this speci�cation is given in �gure 4.4.In this example, a reasonable interpretation is that the two function components share the twoqueues1. For example, both function components depend on Queue1, and so Queue1 can be imple-mented as a (persistent) object shared between Function1 and Function2. This sharing interpreta-tion is not an analysis issue. A designer could choose a solution architecture in which sharing is notevident.1An alternative, but equally valid interpretation, is to say that the two queues share the two functions.



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 111CLASS TwinFunction USING Function, Queue, Nat OPNSSTRUCTURES: S-TF<Queue, Queue, Function, Function>DUALS: remove -> NatTRANSFORMERS: add<Nat>, process1, process2EQNSS-TF(Queue1,Queue2,Function1,Function2).remove =S-TF(Queue1,Queue2.pop,Function1,Function2) AND Queue2..pop;S-TF(Queue1, Queue2, Function1, Function2).add(Nat1) =S-TF(Queue1.push(Nat1), Queue2, Function1, Function2);S-TF(Queue1, Queue2, Function1, Function2).process1 =S-TF(Queue1.pop, Queue2.push(Function1.in(Queue1..pop)), Function1, Function2);S-TF(Queue1, Queue2, Function1, Function2).process2 =S-TF(Queue1.push(Function2.in(Queue2...pop)), Queue2.pop, Function1, Function2)ENDCLASS (* TwinFunction *)
add

remove

process2process1

TwinFunction

Queue2

Queue1

Function1 Function2Figure 4.4: Sharing is not an Analysis Issue: An Example4.2.6 Timing PropertiesThe formal speci�cation of timing properties has been the basis of a wide range of research in recentyears. Some semantic models are intended for general use (see [63], for example) whilst other semanticshave been given for more speci�c formal models: LOTOS, for example, has a simple timing modelfor de�ning behaviour as a temporal ordering of events. There has been much work done to extendthe LOTOS timing model (see [11], for example). It is useful to ask what sort of timing properties aformal object oriented requirements model should be able to exhibit, and whether OO ACT ONE issuitable for specifying these properties.4.2.6.1 A Categorisation of Timing PropertiesFor discussion purposes, timing properties are categorised into four groups:� Event SequencingLOTOS exhibits such a timing model. The sort of behaviour that this model speci�es is `event Amust occur before event B can occur'. In object oriented analysis, events correspond to servicerequests at the external interface of an object. Now, our object oriented semantics state that all



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 112service requests in the external interface of an object can be serviced at any time during thatobject's lifetime. Consequently, external event sequencing properties are not relevant. Section4.2.6.2 formulates an interpretation of internal event sequencing properties for structured objectsspeci�ed in OO ACT ONE.� State SequencingState sequencing is logically equivalent to event sequencing. The sort of behaviour speci�edin state sequencing models is `object A cannot be in state S before it has been in state T'.Such timing properties can be taken directly from the O-LSTS semantics for OO ACT ONEspeci�cations. However, such behaviour properties are not explicit in the OO ACT ONE andcan only be deduced after some appropriate analysis.� SynchronisationOne of the most common timing properties that is used in the speci�cation of behaviour issynchronisation. For example, `Object A must synchronise with object B on event C'. Otherthan for communication purposes, synchronisation constraints are predominantly design andimplementation issues. It is beyond the scope of this work to extend the O-LSTS semantics tofacilitate the explicit statement of such properties during object oriented analysis.� Quantitative TimingWe are not concerned in our object oriented semantic model with being able to specify timingproperties with respect to some sort of global passing of time.4.2.6.2 Interpretation of Timing Properties in an OO ACT ONE Speci�cationTwo interpretations of internal timing properties are given for OO ACT ONE speci�cations of struc-tured objects:I) Ordering of Internal Service RequestsA static analysis of OO ACT ONE equation de�nitions is su�cient to identify `timing properties'which are implicit in an object oriented requirements speci�cation. For example, in TwinFunction(see 4.2.6) the equation:S-TF(Queue1, Queue2, Function1, Function2).process1 =S-TF(Queue1.pop, Queue2.push(Function1.in(Queue1..pop)), Function1, Function2);can be given the following interpretation:When servicing a process1 request, the Queue1 component must have a pop serviced notafter the Function1 component has an in serviced, which in turn must then occur notafter the Queue2 component has a push serviced.In an implementation, the component services cannot occur concurrently, since the result of oneservice is used as input to another. Therefore the phrase `not after' can be read as `before', whendesign and implementation issues arise. Designers can interpret the speci�cation as saying that theinternal pop occurs before the internal in which occurs before the internal push, which all result fromone external process1 request. This property is not an explicit part of the object oriented semantics



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 113which do not specify how internal state transitions are achieved.II) Synchronisation of Internal RequestsConsider a system of two stacks and one queue component. Informally, the behaviour of such a systemis de�ned as follows. Natural numbers are pushed onto the queue. They can be moved synchronouslyto both the stacks and separately popped o� either stack. This is precisely stated in the OO ACTONE speci�cation of class QSS.CLASS QSS USING Queue, Stack, Nat OPNSSTRUCTURES: S-QSS<Queue, Stack, Stack>DUALS: pop1 -> Nat, pop2 -> NatTRANSFORMERS: push<Nat>, moveEQNS S-QSS(Queue1, Stack1, Stack2).push(Nat) = S-QSS(Queue1.push(Nat), Stack1, Stack2);S-QSS(Queue1, Stack1, Stack2).pop1 = S-QSS(Queue1, Stack1.pop, Stack2) AND Stack1..pop;S-QSS(Queue1, Stack1, Stack2).pop2 = S-QSS(Queue1, Stack1, Stack2.pop) AND Stack2..pop;S-QSS(Queue1, Stack1, Stack2).move =S-QSS(Queue1.pop, Stack1.push(Queue1..pop), Stack2.push(Queue1..pop))ENDCLASS (* QSS *)The `synchronisation' of the two Stacks on the move operation is represented by the state labelexpression Queue1..pop appearing twice in the state label expression on the right hand side ofthe move equation de�nition. The result of Queue1 popping o� a value is used by both the Stacks.In the OO ACT ONE speci�cation there is no explicit statement that both Stacks synchronise. Thissynchronisation is one way the designer of a solution to the system can guarantee that the same valueis given to both components: it is not the only solution.4.2.6.3 Timing is a Design ConcernThis section has shown that timing is not directly an analysis concern. It is necessary that anobject oriented requirements model can be interpreted by designers and so an informal mechanismfor extracting timing properties with respect to internal interaction between peer components hasbeen formulated. However, OO ACT ONE does not contain explicit timing mechanisms. The timingaspects of an object oriented requirements model are deliberately abstracted away from.4.3 Other Object Oriented Analysis Issues4.3.1 ConcurrencyIn OO ACT ONE, the servicing of a request is de�ned as the evaluation of a state label expression.The subexpressions of a state label expressions may be evaluated independently, and this can begiven a concurrent interpretation. Concurrency is examined in more detail in section 6.5.



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 1144.3.2 Communication: Synchronous vs AsynchronousAll computing systems exhibit communication properties. There are fundamentally two di�erent com-munication models: synchronous and synchronous. During object oriented analysis and requirementscapture, it is important that the communication model is abstracted away from.4.3.3 Exception HandlingUnspecified class members are used to model exceptions. When behaviour is required which cannotbe modelled in the requirements without making implementation decisions then the analyst can choseto model this behaviour using an unspecified value. It is important that these exceptions are notdealt with prematurely by the analyst. The unspecified mechanism allows the analyst to abstractaway from how exceptions are implemented to identify only what exceptions must be considered atlater stages of development.4.3.4 Nondeterminism and Probabilistic BehaviourNondeterminism is a powerful speci�cation facility. Until now, the systems we have analysed have allbeen deterministic. The reason for ignoring nondeterministic behaviour until this stage is that it isnot necessary to change the semantics to record this type of behaviour. Nondeterminism is recordedby commenting TRANSFORMER operations as being INTERNAL. An INTERNAL operation need not beinitiated through the external interface of the object in question.In the ACT ONE executable model, the INTERNAL transitions are treated no di�erent from theothers. However, in a concurrent model of the requirements, the INTERNAL transitions can occur inde-pendent of the environment in which the object in question is found. The commenting of transitionsas INTERNAL keeps the semantics simple whilst ensuring that the designers are explicitly informed ofthe nondeterminism.Nondeterminism is used in two ways:� To model probabilistic behaviour.� To specify implementation freedom.Both these aspects are important in the analysis of a system.4.3.4.1 Probabilistic BehaviourConsider the CoinToss class, de�ned below.CLASS CoinToss USING Bool OPNSSTRUCTURES: Coin<Bool>ACCESSORS: Toss -> BoolTRANSFORMERS: HorT<Bool> (*INTERNAL*)EQNS CoinToss.HorT(Bool1) = Coin(Bool1); Coin(Bool1)..Toss = Bool1ENDCLASS (* CoinToss *)



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 115A valid implementation of this OO ACT ONE class can, for example: always respond true inresponse to a Toss request, or always respond false, or alternate between true and false responses(to name but three options). When nondeterminism is used to model random behaviour then theanalyst must record the probabilisitic requirements outside the OO ACT ONE framework of speci�ca-tion. (It is beyond the scope of this thesis to examine how this can be done: [63] gives one particularview of probabilistic semantics which may be useful in this respect.)4.3.4.2 Implementation IndependenceConsider the behaviour speci�ed by class SysQSS, below.CLASS SysQSS USING Queue, Stack, Nat OPNSSTRUCTURES: SystemQSS<Queue, Stack, Stack, Bool> DUALS: pop1 -> Nat, pop2 -> NatTRANSFORMERS: push<Nat>, move, PickStack<Bool> (*INTERNAL*)EQNS SystemQSS(Queue1,Stack1,Stack2,Bool1).push(Nat1) =SystemQSS(Queue1.push(Nat1),Stack1,Stack2,Bool1);SystemQSS(Queue1, Stack1, Stack2, Bool1).pop1 = SystemQSS(Queue1, Stack1.pop, Stack2, Bool1) ANDStack1..pop;SystemQSS(Queue1, Stack1, Stack2, Bool1).pop2 = SystemQSS(Queue1, Stack1, Stack2.pop, Bool1) ANDStack2..pop;Bool1 => SystemQSS(Queue1, Stack1, Stack2, Bool1).move = SystemQSS(Queue1.pop,Stack1.push(Queue1..pop), Stack2, Bool1)OTHERWISE SystemQSS(Queue1.pop, Stack1, Stack2.push(Queue1..pop), Bool1);SystemQSS(Queue1,Stack1,Stack2,Bool1).PickStack<Bool2> = SystemQSS(Queue1,Stack1,Stack2,Bool2)ENDCLASS (* SysQSS *)This class models implementation freedom: when a move request is serviced, the implementer isfree to decide how the system chooses which Stack component the Queue should transfer its data to.4.3.5 Active and Passive ObjectsIn most object oriented systems it is common to distinguish between active and passive objects:� An active object is likened to a process whose existence persists over a sequence of events.� A passive object is likened to a piece of data which ows between active objects.In this thesis, this potentially confusing distinction is not made: the active and passive conceptsseem to have arisen from implementers attempting to conceptualise objects in non-object orientedterms.When using OO ACT ONE, there is a more useful division than active and passive: static anddynamic. Static objects are those whose classes do not o�er transformer attributes. Dynamic objectsare those whose classes do o�er transformer attributes. Static objects are important because theycan be implemented as shared objects, without risk of the principle of encapsulation being broken.



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 1164.3.6 PersistencyWhen an object oriented system is created, a component of the system is said to persist if it isidenti�able throughout the lifetime of the system. When a transformer request is serviced, the newstate of an object may be constructed from the same components. This interpretation can be takenwhen the OO ACT ONE speci�cation is de�ned purely (see 4.2.4.2).Dynamic objects which are purely de�ned can be implemented as a �xed set of components.History dependent behaviour is then realised by the set of persistent component objects changingtheir internal state through services delegated to them (by their containing object) at their externalinterfaces.The notion of persistency is not explicit in the OO ACTONE requirements model. We recommendthat a need for persistency should be recorded in the informal parts of the requirements document.Then, a simple static analysis of the OO ACT ONE code can check to ensure that the class in questionis purely de�ned. It is not an error if the speci�cation is impure, but a warning message can be givento state that persistency cannot be guaranteed.4.3.7 Class Routines: Con�guration and CreationCreation and con�guration routines provide a means of restricting the set of initial states which anobject of a speci�ed class can attain. In OO ACT ONE, an (* INITIAL *) comment can be used toidentify the literals and structures (and possible invariants on the structures) which can be used tode�ne a newly created object. Such a comment can be used to stimulate a static analysis to checkthat all dynamically created objects are correctly initialised. (Such an analysis is beyond the scopeof this thesis.)4.4 Reviewing the OO ACT ONE Speci�cation Language4.4.1 Does It Meet Our Expressional Requirements?The fundamental requirements for an object oriented analysis language are that it provides a meansof recording relevant information which: increases problem understanding, is amenable to customervalidation, and results in a formal requirements model useful to designers. OO ACT ONE ful�ls allthese requirements.In section 2.2.3 we identi�ed `features of good analysis methods' as a list of criteria by whichanalysis methods can be judged. This section re-examines these criteria with respect to OO ACTONE.� i) Amenability to change within a stable structureThe classes, objects and object compositions, within a system, provide a stable base upon whichchanges to requirements can be easily made.� ii) Encouragement of Re-UseThree types of re-use are evident in OO ACT ONE:



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 117� Compositional | re-use of prede�ned components and structures.� Categorisational | re-use of behavioural characteristics as de�ned in a class hierarchy.� Experience | OO ACT ONE is simple and straightforward since it is built arounda small set of well understood concepts and precisely de�ned mechanisms. Consequently,this thesis argues that analysts can quickly gain experience in developing technique foundedon experience, rather than learning the underlying model, when coding in OO ACT ONE.� iii) Interfacing between customers and designersThe 5-model approach to speci�cation is prominent in OO ACT ONE. This approach is customeroriented in the sense that it arose from a model of customer understanding and is amenableto customer validation. The diagrammatic notations are accessible to customers, analysts anddesigners alike, whilst the underlying mathematical model provides the formal basis upon whichone coherent framework of understanding is built.� iv) Incorporating Standard Modelling TechniquesWe consider �ve standard modelling practices to be inherent in OO ACT ONE speci�cations:� Abstraction (and encapsulation) are fundamental to the object oriented model.� (De)composition is provided by STRUCTURE operations� Class hierarchy constructs are provided by explicit subclassing mechanisms.� Communication between objects is modelled as one object requesting a service of another.The service is requested so that the client can utilise the encapsulated behaviour o�eredby the server. The information that ows between the objects is de�ned by the input andoutput parameters.� Model co-ordination is prominent in an OO ACT ONE speci�cation, where there aremany di�erent views of the behaviour de�ned, which combine in a consistent and coherentfashion.� v) Having a formal basisThe OO ACT ONE language is rigorously de�ned using the O-LSTS semantics.4.4.2 Is OO ACT ONE Purely an Analysis Language?Sections 4.2 and 4.3 emphasise the number of object oriented issues which are abstracted away fromwhen using OO ACT ONE during analysis and requirements capture. The most design-like featuresof OO ACT ONE speci�cations are the STRUCTURE operations. The composition relationship is acharacteristic which arises from problem domain structure, rather than from some arbitrary structureimposed by the analysts to aid their understanding. This thesis argues that it is necessary for suchstructure to be prominent in a set of object oriented requirements.4.5 The Practicalities of Building a Formal ModelThere are three aspects of analysis which group together under the heading `practicalities':



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 118� Models: syntax and semantics.� Development Method: how to generate, test and change the models to achieve the bestrequirements model.� Tools: automated mechanisms for support of model building, execution, validation and veri�-cationChapters 2 and 3 have developed a number of di�erent analysis models. Section 4.5.1 de�nes amethod2 (called the skeleton approach) for the development of OO ACT ONE requirements models.4.5.1 The Skeleton Method to Object Oriented AnalysisThe whole skeleton strategy is based around the application of seven di�erent processes, each ofwhich can be applied at any time during the analysis and, with careful control, can often be appliedin parallel. These processes are shown in �gure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: The Skeleton Analysis Method4.5.1.1 The Opportunistic AlgorithmThe following simple algorithm provides a framework upon which a complex analysis method canevolve.BEGIN Skeleton MethodREPEATChoose a process (or processes) from (i) to (vii)� (i) SeparationRecognise distinct and separate parts of the system and apply the skeleton approach to eachof these. Reconnect the parts after their completion.2The method is no more than a simple algorithm which can be followed when learning how to use OO ACT ONE.A proper analysis method should evolve from this very primitive starting point.



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 119� (ii) Expand Class Hierarchy: either� Identify a new class in the system and add to hierarchy without de�ning it as a subclassor superclass of any other classes in the hierarchy.� Identify a new class explicitly as a (sub/super)class of an already identi�ed class.� Change a class which is separate from the other classes by explicitly de�ning it as a(super/sub)class of an already identi�ed class.� (iii) Add Details to some class in the hierarchy: either� Identify literal or structure members.� Identify invariant properties.� Specify an external attribute of a class as an accessor, transformer or dual operation.� Specify the behaviour associated with an external attribute in an equation de�nition(provided it has not been previously de�ned).� (iv) Backtrack: either� Disconnect a (sub/super)class link in the hierarchy.� Delete a class which is no longer needed (perhaps because it has been superseded byanother).� For some class in the hierarchy, remove literal or structure operations.� Delete an external attribute.� Delete an equation associated with an external attribute.� (v) Check with the customer: either� Execute, using the ACT ONE dynamicmodel, one or more of the classes whose behaviouris complete. In other words, validate customer expectations of the dynamic behaviourof the system (or a component of the system) being analysed.� Present the customer with graphical views of the OO ACT ONE code: class hierarchies,structure diagrams and O-LSTSD(s). This helps to check analyst understanding againstcustomer understanding of the problem domain.Then, if the checks have identi�ed `problems' these must be noted and resolved (either bybacktracking or by adding the extra understanding gained from customer interaction).Otherwise, the classes checked are noted as being validated and marked as such in the classhierarchy.� (vi) Statically Analyse Requirements Speci�cationThe whole of the system or distinct parts (classes) can be checked for correctness using thestatic analysis de�ned in section 3.4. After a successful analysis, the ACT ONE executionmodel can be used by the analyst alone to test their understanding of the speci�cation.Problems identi�ed during the static analysis stage or the execution stage must be noted andcorrected in the model.� (vii) Check The Analysis For CompletionThe following tests must be made before the analysis can be declared complete:� Check that all customer classes (i.e. those classes identi�ed by the customer in theproblem domain) have been speci�ed in the class hierarchy.� Statically Analyse the whole system (i.e. all the separate class trees) for correctnessproperties.� Validate that the customer is happy with the dynamic behaviour exhibited by everyclass in the speci�cation (this should be done as the speci�cation is developed so thatthe �nal check is straightforward) and the relationships between them. In particularcheck the classi�cation, composition and con�guration properties.



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 120UNTIL analysis is checked as completeEND Skeleton MethodIt is not practical for every single change to the analysis model to be formally tested, or validatedby the customer, as they are made. It is up to the analysis manager to decide the best strategy formaking intermediate checks.During application of the skeleton approach, di�erent parts of the system will be better understoodand more completely speci�ed than others. As analysis proceeds a skeleton class hierarchy graduallyappears and this skeleton is held together by the classi�cation and composition relationships. Themeat on the bones is provided by the operation and equation de�nitions in each class.Central to the skeleton method is some means of guaranteeing that one class of behaviour is notspeci�ed many times as a result of splitting the system up into separate analysis parts. Further, theremust be some standard way of re-using already existing components, and for making newly de�nedcomponent classes available for re-use.4.5.1.2 Re-use and CostingProject managers must take into account the need for di�erent costing strategies when re-use isprominent in a development method. In an ideal environment one could pay for prede�ned componentswith the formal speci�cation acting as some sort of contract between vender and consumer. However,it is more likely that companies will develop their own libraries of classes for use in-house. Softwarere-use is appealing in principle but does lead to many di�cult questions in practice. It is beyond thescope of this thesis to examine the consequences of re-use in the environment in which the developmentis taking place.4.5.1.3 Re-use: A Note On LibrariesIn a proper object oriented development environment pre-de�ned classes of behaviour should be aseasy to re-use as the application of any other language mechanism. The library classes should belooked upon as part of the semantics of the language. Object oriented programming languages areconstructed from three parts:� The language primitives.� The re-use mechanisms.� The libraries of re-usable components.It is these three things together which combine to produce an object oriented language. Most objectoriented languages come already with library class hierarchies to provide behaviour comparable tothat provided as language primitives in larger imperative languages. Object orientation places moreresponsibility on the user to control the library facilities. Unfortunately, OO ACT ONE does notpresently have a large set of library classes.



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 1214.5.2 ValidationOther than the static analysis of an object oriented speci�cation the only other means of testing therequirements model is by running event sequences on the ACT ONE executable model. The eventtraces produced (in response to a sequence of evaluations) must be validated against customer and/oranalyst understanding of the requirements. In the execution of some behaviour three types of resultoccur:� 1) The ACT ONE expression is evaluated (according to the well-de�ned re-write rules) torepresent a value which has a valid object oriented interpretation:� When the operation is a transformer, the expression evaluates to a member of the serverclass represented as a literal a structure expression of the server class sort.� When the operation is a dual, or an accessor, the expression evaluates to a dual expressionof the server class� 2) The ACT ONE expression evaluates to an unspeci�ed literal value of the appropriate class.This corresponds to behaviour which must be determined at a later stage in the development.� 3) The expression does not evaluate to either of the cases above. This occurs only when thedynamic behaviour of an object results in an invariant property being broken. It is not pos-sible to guarantee that all invariants are upheld during the lifetime of a class without severlyrestricting their use. For example, invariants could be permitted only in static classes (i.e thosewithout transformer attributes). However, this restriction limits the power of expression in OOACT ONE. It is up to the analysts to test the correctness of their speci�cations with respectto invariants. Consequently, the static analysis of OO ACT ONE warns the analyst when aninvariant is used in a dynamic class. Analysts must prove that invariants are never brokenotherwise correct behaviour cannot be guaranteed.There are many di�erent ways, in theory, that invariant properties can be guaranteed. This sectionidenti�es two solutions that work in practice.� Solution 1: Test Initial States and Validate TransitionsGiven a list of initial states that an object in a particular class can be initialised to, it isnecessary to �rst check that these states ful�l the invariants. Once this is done, it is necessaryonly to check that all invariant properties are upheld across the state transitions de�ned in thetransformer and dual equations.� Solution 2: Ignore Transformers Which Result In Broken Invariant PropertiesAll transformer operations are de�ned to result in no change of state when an invariant would bebroken as a consequence of their being ful�lled in the normal way. Dual operations are similarlyde�ned, with the additional property that the unspeci�ed value of the appropriate class isreturned as the result of an operation which results in a broken invariant. This conventionguarantees that the state of an object always ful�ls the invariants de�ned on it.There are certainly better approaches to dealing with invariant validation but this is a general problemwhich was not examined in this thesis.



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 1224.5.3 ToolsThis thesis has presented a set of models for developing object oriented requirements speci�cationsand a method for utilising these models. However, the thesis does not present any tools for aidingthis process. Clearly, tool support is vital to all development processes. Rather than creating thesetools, this thesis identi�es the type of tools which can and should be developed as future work:� A customer friendly, animation tool, is required. This tool can be supported by the ACT ONEevaluation mechanism.� A tool to aid the analyst in the synthesis of OO ACT ONE speci�cations is required. Inparticular, some sort of library browsing facility is required whereby components can be cutand pasted in and out of a system hierarchy.� There is a need for tool support in the areas of static analysis and veri�cation.� Finally, a range of tools are required to help managers get the best out of their resources whendeveloping large requirements models.4.5.4 Analysis Style: High Level DecisionsOO ACT ONE is still in its infancy. However, already the research has identifed di�erent ways ofapplying the skeleton method, which collectively can be considered to de�ne di�erent object orientedanalysis styles. These styles are characterised by a sequence of high level decisions which are takenwhen the skeleton method is applied.The analyst's job is to achieve a mutual understanding of problem domain structure with thecustomer and to record it in a meaningful way. Analysts can inuence the representation of problemdomain structure through interaction with the customer.4.5.4.1 Achieving a Mutual Understanding of the Problem DomainThe structure of the problem domain should never be compromised to make the recording of the re-quirements suit the analyst. An analyst, on identi�cation of a complex compositional problem domain,may suggest a better way for customers to structure their understanding. This better representationmay reect a simpli�cation, but if the customer does not agree with the suggested (de)compositionthen no changes should be made. Problems arise only when customers view a problem in a very con-voluted way and therefore make it di�cult to express their requirements in a comprehensible fashion.In such a case the analysts must `educate' the customer and attempt to relay a better understandingof the problem domain (if there is one). When the customer and analyst cannot �nd a mutuallyagreeable way of understanding the problem then there is no simple way to express the requirements.Requirements capture is not complete until both customer and analyst are sure that they have acommon understanding of the speci�cation produced.Analysts are free to chose any means of capturing customer requirements. Within the skele-ton approach there is enough analyst freedom to give rise to speci�cation styles. These styles arepredominantly related to achieving a balance between:



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 123� Inheritance and delegation.� Re-use and coding from scratch.� Extending class hierarchies and rede�ning existing classes.� Deep-and-narrow and shallow-and-wide structures.� Bottom-up and top-down development.4.5.4.2 Inheritance and DelegationAlthough subclassing and composition are very di�erent concepts, it is common within object orientedanalysis to confuse the two notions. It is the analyst's job to remove this confusion. In the processof recording requirements an analyst is often faced with the choice of specifying new behaviour byinheriting from an already existing class, or by delegating tasks to an already existing class, as acomponent of the new class. Clearly, if the customer can distinguish between these two mechanismsof re-use, and can identify which mechanism is appropriate in each case, then there is no problem.However, when a customer is unsure it is the analyst who choses the solution.4.5.4.3 Re-Use and New Class ProductionWhen behaviour is required that is `similar to' or `related to' an already existing class, the temptationis to work around the re-usable component. This can lead to additional problems if the work neededto include the prede�ned component is more than the work which would have been needed to generatethe required behaviour from scratch. We recommend that existing classes be re-used only in two cases:� the component to be re-used is identi�ed as being a (sub/super)class of another which is alreadypart of the speci�cation� the class to be re-used has been identifed as a structure component of a class already in thespeci�cationThis is a conservative form of re-use since we do not advocate adapting components to ful�l onesneeds. A less conservative (adaptive) style is one in which nearly all OO ACT ONE code is producedfrom already existing components. In other words, pick a class as close to what is required as ispossible and adapt it until it suits. Analysts can develop a style which reects their attitude tore-use.4.5.4.4 Class Changes and New SubclassesA high level decision is often required when deciding whether to de�ne a new class as a subclass ofan already existing class or to directly extend the existing class. Each choice has its advantages anddisadvantages:� i) Using the subclass relationship de�nes an explicit relationship which is guaranteed by thesubclassing mechanism; but it extends the class hierarchy which, in general, should be as simpleand uncluttered as possible.



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 124� ii) Changing the already existing class keeps the class hierarchy simple but there are no auto-matic guarantees that the class maintains its old behaviour. Thus, the change may a�ect otherclients of the class (those classes which inherit behaviour from it or use it compositionally).Adopting the �rst choice has many consequences for re-use and implementation. Large complexhierarchies make re-use much more di�cult since it makes it harder to �nd the behaviour which onerequires. Also, implementing such hierarchies often has major overheads [101].4.5.4.5 Structures: Deep and Narrow or Shallow and Wide?Structure appears in the OO ACT ONE composition and classi�cation hierarchies.I) CompositionOO ACT ONE STRUCTURES de�ne the composition properties of groups of objects whose componentsare members of the same class. There are two types of style for simplifying the recording andpresentation of compositional information:� Flat and Wide Compositions:The number of levels of (de)composition is kept to a minimum.� Deep and Narrow Compositions:The number of components in each STRUCTURE is kept to a minimum.As with all analysis problems, the exact style of speci�cation depends on the customer and theirproblem domain. In all cases, independent of style, OO ACT ONE compositions should never be toowide or too deep.II) Classi�cation StructureStructure in the class hierarchy is amenable to the same kind of reasoning as the compositionalstructure. To simplify understanding of a class hierarchy it is recommended that a class should nothave too many direct subclasses (children) or direct superclasses (parents). Further, a class shouldnot be too many subclass relationships away from its root superclass.In an OO ACT ONE speci�cation a large number of separate class trees commonly make up asystem class hierarchy. There is no bene�t, in our experience, of restricting the number of trees ineach case. In fact, there are many advantages in having many smaller disconnected trees rather thanconnecting together classes into larger trees of class relationships.As with the compositional structure, it is up to the analyst to interact with the customer toachieve the best mutual understanding of the system being analysed. The analyst's own particularstyle of seeing the problem is sure to inuence the way in which the customer views the classi�cationrequirements.



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 1254.5.4.6 Bottom-up vs Top-downObject oriented analysis is both bottom-up and top-down. Already existing classes are synthesisedinto the requirements model, whilst parts of the problem domain which are not well understood aredeconstructed in an attempt to improve understanding.An object oriented analysis technique must be exible so that problem domains which are wellunderstood can be analysed compositionally whilst those less well understood can be analysed de-compositionally. A certain style of speci�cation will result when an analyst is involved in the samesort of problems over and over again. Certain components will be used repeatedly and the way theyare incorporated in the new speci�cation will be standardised by a particular analyst. Contrastingly,analysts who face a wide range of problems will build up a style of speci�cation built around methodrather than components. These analysts will, with experience, acquire general techniques.4.5.5 General Analysis PrinciplesThe following is a list of principles which analysts should adhere to:� The customer is central to analysis. The requirements model must be customer led.� Keep things simple.� Specify for re-use, and re-use pre-de�ned components wherever practical.� Test any changes to the speci�cation which alter customer and/or analyst understanding.� Comment all non-functional requirements:� Unspeci�ed behaviour and the reason for its appearance.� Nondeterministic behaviour.� Persistency within a pure OO ACT ONE speci�cation.� Record all analysis decisions which re-structure customer understanding, together with customerreaction to such changes.� Never rush analysis: it is the most important part of software development.4.6 FOOA and Object Oriented Design4.6.1 Importance of StructureExplicit structure does not make a speci�cation into a design. The structures in an operationalspeci�cation are independent of speci�c resources in an implementation environment, whereas designsactually refer to speci�c resource allocation in a �nal implementation. Furthermore, the identi�cationof the structures, and the interaction and relation between them, is problem domain dependent: theyare chosen for the way in which they model customer understanding.This thesis argues that it is impossible within an object oriented framework to acquire problemdomain understanding of requirements free of structural bias. Even if this was possible, it would



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 126be very di�cult to specify them formally since all formalisms introduce internal structure to decom-pose complexity3. Structure is the only solution to capturing the requirements of complex systems.The structure explicit in an OO ACT ONE speci�cation is not a necessary part of the design orimplementation, but it does act as a good basis upon which a solution can be developed.4.6.2 Executable ModelsExecutable formal requirements models are easier to communicate with the customer. Executablespeci�cations make rapid prototyping straightforward and automatic. They improve the processof customer validation by allowing walk throughs of dynamic system behaviour. Test traces havetheir limitations but program proving, the other main approach to validation, has other well knowninadequacies too [3, 8]. Executable speci�cations are necessary, at least until the state-of-the-artin proving speci�cation correctness is further developed. From a project manager's point of view,executable models provide additional advantages with respect to early results and accountability. Anexecutable speci�cation is a clear statement of the progress being made during analysis.4.6.3 Constructive vs Unconstructive Speci�cationsThe debate for and against constructive requirements models has been proceeding in a wide range ofpublications without any agreement between the two factions. The non-executable advocates concedethe di�culties of relating speci�cations to a customer, but argue that better solutions should be soughtother than presenting the customer with an executable model (see [64], for example). It is arguedthat, in general, a speci�cation written in a notation that is not directly executable contains lessimplementation detail than an executable model. Matching such a speci�cation to user requirementsis, it is claimed, more straightforward since there are no additonal algorithmic details necessaryfor executability4 . It is also claimed that executable speci�cations unnaturally hinder designers byconstraining the possible choice of implementations [78]. This thesis argues that it is useful to providea concrete structure in which designers can begin their work.This thesis takes an executable approach to requirements capture. It is the only approach, cur-rently, of making a formal object oriented analysis model which is amenable to customer validation.Executing a requirements model is a vital part of customer validation [131, 107].4.6.4 Design and Design Transformations: A PreviewThe structure of an OO ACT ONE speci�cation is problem oriented, not necessarily implementationbased. During design, the speci�cation is subjected to transformations which preserve external be-haviour characteristics but alter or extend the internal structure to yield an implementation oriented3Axiomatic methods do not appear to bias structure in as extreme a manner as other speci�cation methods, butthese have proved to be limiting in the type of behavioural characteristics they can de�ne.4In the object oriented paradigm, this argument seems less convincing than when applied to traditional approachesto software development.



CHAPTER 4. FORMAL OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS: THE PRACTICAL ISSUES 127architecture for the system being modelled. Much work has been carried out in developing and au-tomating these correctness preserving transformations (CPTs). The work by Partsch [96] argues thecase for CPTs in some detail. In chapter 5, we de�ne a set of CPTs which work on full LOTOSspeci�cations (with the ACT ONE as it is generated from the OO ACT ONE requirements model).We develop only a small set of CPTs, but these su�ce to illustrate the general principles.Using CPTs means that problem domain structure need not be compromised in a requirementsmodel. The initial requirements can be optimized for clarity, re-use, maintainability and, above all,customer accessibility. Design transformations manipulate this structure to achieve implementationideals based on e�ciency, use of available resources and current programming practices. For anobject oriented formal development approach to become widely used, CPTs must become standardisedelements of design, and tool support must be provided to control the sequential application of suchtransformations.


